
DON’T GET LEFT IN THE DARK
Backlit displays are the perfect way to stand out and command attention at corporate 

events and tradeshows. These portable, easy-to-assemble solutions come in a number of 
sizes and shapes with different fabric graphic attachments including hook and look, 

push-fit SEG and slipover pillowcase style. 

BACKLIT HOPUP™

The ever-popular HopupTM expandable display system is 
now coupled with simple vibrant LED lights to create a 
quick and impactful display! The sleek, silver frame pulls 
to expand and comes with fabric graphics pre-attached 
with hook and loop. Attach LED lighting to the scissor 
arms, tether the cords and plug in for maximum impact! 
Choose from 5ft, 7.5ft and 10ft widths. 

NEW FORMULATE® BACKLIT

The versatile and portable Formulate® Master line of tension 
fabric exhibits now includes illuminated straight backwalls! 
The innovative LED light curtain draws attention to branding 
and messaging while offering balanced bright white light 
throughout. Easily assemble the aluminum tube frame, add 
the light curtain and slip over the zipper pillowcase fabric 
graphic for an eye-catching display great for any
environment! Offered in 5ft, 8ft and 10ft widths.

VECTOR FRAME™ LIGHT BOXES

The sleek and modern line of Vector FrameTM Light Boxes 
feature durable, extrusion frames with pre-attached LED 
edge lighting for superior vibrancy and illumination! Once 
assembled, attach the push-fit, color-rich fabric graphics 
for a flawless look. Plug in and you’re done! Single and 
double sided graphic options available. Square and 
rectangular backwalls available in a multitude of sizes up 
to 30ft wide! 

BACKLIT EMBRACE™

The impressive and portable Backlit EmbraceTM 
display system offers simple setup with sleek, push-fit 
Silicone Edge Graphics to create a seamless display in 
minutes! Simply attach the LED lights to the 
collapsible frame and insert the graphic into the 
perimeter channel bars for an impactful, illuminated dis-
play. Choose single or double sided graphics and select 
from display sizes ranging from tabletop to 30ft wide!

SHIPPING CASES

OCEOCH OCX

All Backlit Displays come in portable display 
cases, making transportation easy and
ensuring your display and lights stay in good 
shape during transit.

click to watch the simple setup!

click to watch the simple setup!
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https://youtu.be/xgxvwp0BQNE
https://youtu.be/srZDU2EpNcU
https://youtu.be/Td8FKjN98Uk
https://youtu.be/B2fUcAV3Kg4

